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n-Place Predicates

For the next few weeks, we will continue to study predicate logic.

But now
things are going to get more complicated (PLEASE take this seriously; many
of you (likely half the class or more) will struggle with the material). Recall
that I’ve only introduced predicates which are so-called “one-place”. We now
transition to “n-place” predicates, where n is a positive integer. Today we will
focus mostly on syntax, and basic translations.

Definition

Let n be a positive integer. An n-place predicate is an assertion involving n
variables. If the variables are, say, x1, x2, . . . , xn, then we often denote the
predicate by “P(x1, . . . , xn)”.

Example

Let P(x , y) be “x + 1 = y”. Then P(x , y) is a two-place predicate.

Example

Let Q(a, b, c , d) be “ a
b = c

d ”. Then Q(a, b, c , d) is a four-place predicate.
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n-Place Predicates

Example

Let R(x , y , z) be “x likes y at time z”.

Then R(x , y , z) is a three-place
predicate.

As with one-place predicates, n-place predicates are not, in general,
propositions. However, they become propositions when specific values are
substituted for the variables.

Example

Let P(x , y) be x < y . Evaluate the following:

1 P(1, 2)

2 P(x , 4)

3 P(a, b)

4 P(y , x)

Solution As with one-place predicates, we proceed as follows (think about how
you evaluated functions of two or three variables in calculus; you are doing
exactly the same thing here).
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n-Place Predicates

(1) P(1, 2) is “1 < 2” (note that this is a true proposition).

(2) P(x , 4) is “x < 4” (this is not a proposition; note also that “x” is not a
“specific value” since what it represents has not been specified).

(3) P(a, b) is “a < b”.

(4) P(y , x) is “y < x”. □

As with predicate logic involving one-place predicates, we may associate
domains to each variable in an analogous way. Instead of introducing this now,
I will wait until later so we focus only on syntax for now. Toward this end, we
can modify the recursive definition of “formula” for predicate logic with only
one-place predicates as follows (note below that the only modification we
made to the previous definition is in 1.):
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Definition (Recursive definition of general formulas)

The following rules govern the construction of formulas in predicate logic:

1 Every n-place predicate P(x1, x2, . . . , xn) is a formula (be aware that
you’ll see various upper and lower case letters here; the upper case letters
will denote n-place predicates and the lower case letters will denote
variables).

2 If α and β are formulas, so are (¬α), (α ∧ β), (α ∨ β), (α → β), and
(α ↔ β).

3 If α is a formula, then so are ∀xα and ∃xα (your variable could be some
other lower case letter, by the way).

4 No string is a formula unless it is compelled to be so by repeated
application of (1)–(3) above.
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n-Place Predicates

Example

Using the above definition, justify that ∀x∃y∃z(P(x , y) → Q(x , y , z)) is a
formula.

Solution P(x , y) is a formula by 1. as is Q(x , y , z) since they are predicates.
By 2., (P(x , y) → Q(x , y , z)) is a formula. Now by 3.,
∃z(P(x , y) → Q(x , y , z)) is a formula. By 3. again,
∃y∃z(P(x , y) → Q(x , y , z)) is a formula. Invoking 3. a final time,
∀x∃y∃z(P(x , y) → Q(x , y , z)) is a formula. □

Remark

Note that 3. DOES NOT INTRODUCE NEW PARENTHESES INTO THE
SYNTAX, unlike 2. which introduces exactly one new “(” and one new “)”.

I am going to stop with the examples here, as if you could do the problems
involving syntax justification in the one-place setting, this process is literally
not any more difficult, so you have plenty of examples to look at now.
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n-Place Predicates

We now give a recursive definition of “freeness” analogous to our definition in
the one-place setting. Again, the process is similar here.

Definition (Recursive definition of “freeness” for general formulas)

Let x and y be variables (with repetitions allowed) and α and β be formulas.

1 x occurs free in an n-place predicate P(x1, x2, . . . , xn) exactly when x is
among the variables x1, x2, . . . , xn,

2 x occurs free in (¬α) exactly when x occurs free in α,

3 x occurs free in (α ∧ β), (α ∨ β),(α → β), and (α ↔ β) exactly when x
occurs free in α or β,

4 x occurs free in ∃yα exactly when x occurs free in α and x ̸= y , and

5 x occurs free in ∀yα exactly when x occurs free in α and x ̸= y .1

1Thus x NEVER occurs free in ∀xα or ∃xα.
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n-Place Predicates

Example

Justify why x occurs free in ∀zQ(x , y , z).

Solution x occurs free in Q(x , y , z) by 1. Now x occurs free in ∀zQ(x , y , z) by
5. (since x occurs free in Q(x , y , z) and x ̸= z ; as before, assume that
different characters denote different variables) □

Example

Justify why y occurs free in (P(x , z) → ∃x(Q(x) ∨ Q(y))).

Solution y occurs free in Q(y) by 1. Now y occurs free in (Q(x) ∨ Q(y)) by
3. By 4., y occurs free in ∃x(Q(x) ∨ Q(y)). Finally, by 3., y occurs free in
(P(x , z) → ∃x(Q(x) ∨ Q(y))). □
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Domains and Translating I

In this subsection, we will discuss domains (again, but for n-place predicates
more generally) and introduce translating from formulas to English and
vice-versa.

Definition

Let P(x1, x2, . . . , xn) be an n-place predicate and suppose that 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Then a domain for xi is a set of values one may substitute for xi .

Example

Consider the 3-place predicate P(x , y , z) = “x + y = z”. Then reasonable
domains for x , y , and z would be the set of real numbers (or the set of
integers, or the set of complex numbers, or the set of positive real numbers,
etc.).Less reasonable would be the collection of all emotions.

IMPORTANT: It is not the case the the domains of the different variables
appearing in a predicate must all be the same!!!
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Example

Let P(x , y , z , d) be “x loves y at z on d .”

Then it may be reasonable to let
the domain for x and for y be the collection of all people, the domain for z to
be the collection of all times, and the domain for d to be the collection of all
dates. Going back to a skill I introduced on Monday, note that P(Jay, Mary,
noon, October 5, 1984) becomes “Jay loves (loved is the correct tense in this
case, of course) Mary at noon on October 5, 1984.”
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Domains and Translating I

Next, let’s consider (as we did in the setting with only one place predicates)
the task of translating a formula into English.

This task is purely mechanical
and you should ALL be able to get this down. If you are missing a lot of
points here, it is likely due to a lack of effort. Let’s review a bit and begin
with one place predicates.

Example

Let P(x) be “x > 1” and let the domain for x be the set of all real numbers.
Translate ∀xP(x) into English.

Solution Remember the algorithm: “For all (what kind of object x is) x ,
P(x).”, which becomes “For all real numbers x , x > 1.” Note that “For every
real number x , x > 1.” is also acceptable. I expect you to get this right in
homework since I’ve told you explicitly what I expect] Note that in everyday
English, you might say “All professional athletes are rich” not “All professional
athlete are rich” or “Every professional athlete is rich” and not “Every
professional athletes is rich”. (of course, this assertion is false) □
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Example

Let P(x) be “x is tall” and let Q(y) be “y is old”.

Further, let the domain for
both x and y be the collection of all people. Translate ∀x∃y(P(x) ∧ Q(y))
into English.

Solution The general algorithm here is “For every (what kind of object x is) x ,
there exists (whatever kind of object y is) y such that P(x) and Q(y).”,
which becomes “For every person x , there exists a person y such that x is tall
and y is old.” □

For now, please do NOT worry about how to think about what these
geeked-up sentences are saying. All I want for now is for you to get the
algorithm down; the semantics will come later. Now let’s transition to more
complicated predicates.
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Example

Let P(x , y , z) be “x + y < z” and let the domain for x and y be the
collection of integers and the domain for z be the set of real numbers.

Translate the following: ∀x∃y∃zP(x , y , z).

Solution The algorithm, more generally, is “For every (what kind of object x
is) x , there exists (what kind of object y is) y and there exists (what kind of
object z is) z such that P(x , y , z).” which becomes “For every integer x , there
exists an integer y and there exists a real number z such that x + y < z .” □

IMPORTANT!!! If you are translating a formula which contains two
consecutive existential quantifiers, the way to do this is to separate the two
“there exists” with an “and” and write the “such that” *only* after the
second existentially quantified object; do NOT write it twice (see above
example and you should understand what I mean by this)
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Solution The algorithm, more generally, is “For every (what kind of object x
is) x , there exists (what kind of object y is) y and there exists (what kind of
object z is) z such that P(x , y , z).” which becomes “For every integer x , there
exists an integer y and there exists a real number z such that x + y < z .” □

IMPORTANT!!! If you are translating a formula which contains two
consecutive existential quantifiers, the way to do this is to separate the two
“there exists” with an “and” and write the “such that” *only* after the
second existentially quantified object; do NOT write it twice (see above
example and you should understand what I mean by this)
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Example

Let Q(a, b, c) be “a hires b at c”; let the domain for a be the set of all
executives, the domain for b to be the set of all secretaries, and the domain
for c be the set of all companies.

Translate ∀a∃b∀cQ(a, b, c).

Solution “For every executive a, there exists a secretary b such that for every
company c , a hires b at c .” □
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Example

Let R(x , y , z) be “ x
y = z” and let the domain for x and z be the set of all real

numbers and the domain for y be the set of all nonzero real numbers.
Translate ∀x∀y∃zR(x , y , z).

Solution “For every real number x and for every nonzero real number y , there
exists a real number z such that x

y = z .” □

IMPORTANT!!! When translating a formula which contains two consecutive
universal quantifiers, insert an “and” in between as with existential quantifiers.

Example

Let P(x , y) be “x and y are even” and Q(x , y) be “x and y are odd”.
Translate ∀x∀y(P(x , y) → (¬Q(x , y))), where the domain for x and the
domain for y is the set of all integers.

Solution “For every integer x and for every integer y , if x and y are even,
then it is not the case that x and y are odd.” □
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It is also acceptable to say “For all integers x and y ...” (you can condense like
this only if the domains for x and y are the same).

Note also that we could
use Demorgan to rewrite “it is not the case that x and y are odd”, but I’m
not going to require this yet (but I will soon).
Let’s conclude by going the other direction: translating English sentences to
formulas.

Example

Let S(x) be “x is a UCCS student” and let P(x , y) be “x and y are friends”.
Let the domain for x and y be the set of all people. Translate “Every UCCS
student has a friend.”

Solution Let’s proceed slowly. First set up variables for the quantities that are
quantified: we may use “x” to denote a UCCS student and “y” to denote a
friend of x . So we begin with “Every UCCS student x has a friend y .” Which
becomes “Every person x that is a UCCS student has a friend y .” and this
becomes ∀x(S(x) → ∃yP(x , y)). □
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IMPORTANT!!! **Many** of you will be tempted to make following mistake
by and writing ∀x(S(x) ∧ ∃yP(x , y)). Using the skills I taught above, this
translates to “For every person x , x is a UCCS student and there exists a
person y such that x and y are friends.” Let’s imagine for a moment that, in
fact, every UCCS student does have a friend (this may not be true, but let’s
assume it is to make my point). Then ∀x(S(x) → ∃yP(x , y)) translates to
“For every person x , if x is a UCCS student, then there exists a person y such
that x and y are friends.” This statement is TRUE. But ∀x(S(x) ∧ ∃yP(x , y))
translates to (as above) “For every person x , x is a UCCS student and there
exists a person y such that x and y are fiends.” This statement is PATENTLY
false: in particular, it asserts that **Every person is a UCCS student**, which
is obviously not true.
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exists a person y such that x and y are fiends.” This statement is PATENTLY
false: in particular, it asserts that **Every person is a UCCS student**, which
is obviously not true.
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Example

Let C (x) be “x owns a cat”, D(x) be “x owns a dog” and H(x) be “x owns a
hamster”.

Now let N(x , y) be “x and y are neighbors”. Let the domain for x
and for y be the set of all people. Translate “Everyone has a neighbor that
owns a cat or a dog”.
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Domains and Translating I

Solution Using the informal procedure introduced in the previous example,
let’s look for for quantifiers: “everyone” suggests a universal quantifier and
“a” suggests an existential quantifier.

Now, you may be tempted to say
something like, “I see ‘a cat’, so I’ll have an existentially quantified variable
here and I see ‘a dog’, so I’ll have an existentially quantified variable here.”
But this is not the case. Why? (PLEASE ALL OF YOU PAY ATTENTION
TO THIS) Because the domains of the variables are *people* not cats/dogs.
You ONLY introduce variables which represent objects already included in the
stated domains. So we might start by saying “Every person x has a neighbor y
that owns a cat or a dog.” In other words, “For every person x , there exists a
person y such that x and y are neighbors and y owns a cat or y owns a dog.”
which becomes ∀x∃y(N(x , y) ∧ (C (y) ∨ D(y))).Note that I’ve used proper
syntax; you can’t forget this... □

Finally, as with translations in the one-place predicate realm, any translation
of an English sentence to a formula will NEVER have ANY occurrence of a
free variable.
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